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WHAT A GREAT SCUBA WEEKEND. THANKS TO INSTRUCTORS
JEENIFER FRITZ AND MICHAEL JERNIGAN ALONG WITH DIVE
MASTERS KRIS AND RON SEBOR FOR MAKING THIS A SAFE AND
FUN LEARNING EXPERIENCE FOR THESE STUDENTS.

ANOTHER BIG FIRST AID-CPR-AED CLASS THIS PAST SUNDAY.
MAKE SURE YOU CALL AND MAKE A RESERVATION FOR OUR
NEXT CLASS. BE READY IN AN EMERGENCY!

SCUBA SCHOOL
WICHITAcprTRAINING Center can provide you training in
Emergency First Responder, American Heart Association,
American Safety and Health Institute, and the National Safety
Council. Our Instructors have real world experience in
providing first aid care and will provide you a ‘real life’ training
experience. We also sell every brand of AEDs.

AUG 19-21

OPEN WATER CLASS AT BEAVER LAKE ALONG
WITH ADVANCED AND SPECIALTY CLASSES

AUG 21

FIRST AID CLASS

AUG 26-28

OPEN WATER PART ONE CLASS

SEPT 2-4

OPEN WATER CLASS AT BEAVER LAKE ALONG
WITH ADVANCED AND SPECIALTY CLASSES

SEPT 4

FIRST AID CLASS

SEPT 9-11

OPEN WATER PART ONE CLASS

SEPT 10

DISCOVER SCUBA, SCUBA REVIEW
COURSE, OR JUST COME AND PLAY

SEPT 11

FIRST AID CLASS

SEPT 16-18

OPEN WATER CLASS AT BEAVER LAKE ALONG
WITH ADVANCED AND SPECIALTY CLASSES

SEPT 18

FIRST AID CLASS

SEPT 23-25

OPEN WATER PART ONE CLASS

SEPT 24

DISCOVER SCUBA, SCUBA REVIEW
COURSE, OR JUST COME AND PLAY

SEPT 25

TRAINING AT BEAVER LAKE ARKANSAS
Beaver Lake is a man-made reservoir in the Ozark Mountains of
Northwest Arkansas and is formed by a dam across the White
River only a few hours drive from Wichita. Beaver Lake waters
are deep, clean, and clear. Beaver Lake is optimal for scuba
diving because the water is deep and visibility is great making for
interesting sites.

COME JOIN US FOR A WEEKEND OF FUN

FIRST AID CLASS

SEPT 30-OCT 2 OPEN WATER CLASS AT BEAVER LAKE ALONG
WITH ADVANCED AND SPECIALTY CLASSES
OCT 2

FIRST AID CLASS

OCT 7-9

OPEN WATER PART ONE CLASS

OCT 8

DISCOVER SCUBA, SCUBA REVIEW
COURSE, OR JUST COME AND PLAY

OCT 9

FIRS AID CLASS

OCT 14-16

OPEN WATER CLASS LOCAL LAKE

OCT 16

FIRST AID CLASS

OCT 21-23

OPEN WATER PART ONE CLASS

OCT 22

DISCOVER SCUBA, SCUBA REVIEW
COURSE, OR JUST COME AND PLAY

OCT 23

FIRST AID CLASS

OCT 22-29

BELIZE TRIP

BEAVER LAKE SCHEDULE

MAKE EVERY WEEKEND A DIVE WEEKEND

AUG 19-21

OPEN WATER, ADVANCED, AND
SPECIALTY SCUBA CLASSES

SEPT 2-4

OPEN WATER, ADVANCED, AND
SPECIALTY SCUBA CLASSES

SEPT 16-18

OPEN WATER, ADVANCED, AND
SPECIALTY SCUBA CLASSES

SEPT 30– OCT 2 OPEN WATER, ADVANCED,
AND SPECIALTY SCUBA
CLASSES
SIGN UP NOW 316-775-6688

ENRICHED AIR CLASS
FORMING NOW….CALL 316-775-6688

ADVANCED OPEN WATER COURSE
The Advanced Open Water Diver Course (AOW) is the next step in learning advanced skills directly applicable to scuba diving. Frequently, an AOW card is just the ticket to diving at a variety of more sites. For example, we know of several places in the Philippines,
Malaysia, Australia, and some wreck sites in Florida who will not let you dive at certain, more advanced sites, unless you have the
AOW or above certification. The reason is that the operators don't want to risk putting OW divers into certain advanced level dive
conditions such as currents or deep, blue water, environments. They know that PADI AOW certified divers have the skills and experience necessary for such sites.
There are a total of 5 dives necessary to complete the course. The required 2 Core dives are
Deep and Underwater Navigation. You can choose the remaining 3 Adventure Dives. This
course is for newly certified divers as well as divers with more experience who wish to expand
their knowledge and practical skills. Also, if you don't have enough time to complete the full
AOW course, the Adventure Diver rating is awarded after completion after any 3 Adventure
Dives.
Why should you take the Advanced Open Water Course?
Open Water Divers have learned the basics, the "how" of diving. After a few dives, there is a need to expand that dive knowledge
and learn practical skills which can increase your enjoyment of diving. Ever surface far away from the
boat and have a long surface swim back? With the Navigation dive, you will learn how to prevent that
situation, using compass as well as natural navigational aids to
assist in your underwater journey. For deep diving, there are
special concerns, and as an Open Water Diver, you are certified
to dive 18 meters/60 feet. After completing the AOW course,
that level is extended to 30 meters/100 feet.
If you really want to advance your skills and be more comfortable in the water, taking this course is the way to do it. We have
openings for the Beaver lake trip. Give us a call and schedule
your course today!

LEARN MORE HERE

PADI DEEP DIVER TRAINING

PADI Peak Performance Buoyancy Specialty Course

Now that you have several dives, you
may want to do deeper dives. The
Deep Diver course will get you over
the apprehension of the unknown
and give you more confidence
through knowledge and experience.
The purpose of the PADI Deep Diver Specialty Course is to
familiarize divers with the skills, knowledge, planning, organization, procedures, techniques, problems, hazards and enjoyment of diving between the depths of 60 feet to 130 feet.
The Deep Diver specialty course is intended to serve as a
safe, supervised introduction to deeper diving within the
limits of recreational scuba diving.

PADI UNDERWATER NAVIGATOR

Who should take
this course?
Be the scuba diver everyone
wants to follow because you
know where you are and
where you’re going. The PADI
Underwater Navigator course fine-tunes your observation skills
and teaches you to more accurately use your compass underwater. If you like challenges with big rewards, take this course
and have fun finding your way.
If you’re a PADI (Junior) Open Water Diver who is at least 10
years old, you can enroll in the PADI Underwater Navigator Specialty course.
What will you learn?
You’ll learn the tools of the trade, including navigation using
natural clues and by following compass headings.

WATCH THIS VIDEO ON NAVIGATION

You’ve all seen those divers. You know – the ones who seem to move
through the water without the slightest
effort. Those scuba divers are neutrally
buoyant, which means they don’t sink or
float while diving. Achieving neutral buoyancy is no easy feat, which is why divers
who have mastered the skill stand apart
from the others. If you want to become
neutrally buoyant and become a better
scuba diver, take the PADI Peak Performance Buoyancy specialty course.
In the PADI Peak Performance Buoyancy specialty course, you’ll learn
important skills that will make you a better, more advanced scuba
diver.
Overall, this specialty will teach you how to be in control of your buoyancy while in the water. After taking the PADI Peak Performance Buoyancy specialty course, diving will become more enjoyable. You won’t
have to spend as much time trying to stay on the right path, because
you will finally be able to move effortlessly through the water like the
divers you have envied in the past. With more buoyancy control, you
can take more time to enjoy your surroundings and the unique sights
underwater.
Becoming neutrally buoyant doesn’t just benefit you. It also benefits
the underwater world. When you are able to ascend, descend or hover
easily with full control, you’ll have less impact on the underwater environment.

AMBER WAVES DIVING REPAIR CENTER
Properly functioning gear is crucial
Your safety depends on it. That’s why we are the best
technicians in the business to service your gear.

What to expect
We are certified technicians that always follow
manufacturer guidelines. Conscientious and thorough, we examine every part of your gear. We’re always on the lookout for wear and corrosion, immediately swapping out anything worn or damaged. We
want your next dive to be your best dive!
WE USUALLY HAVE YOUR GEAR READY IN 7 DAYS

OUR ORDER OF TANKS JUST
ARRIVED. WE HAVE A NICE VARIETY. COME IN AND PICK YOURS OUT.

New

Scubapro MK11/C370 Regulator

MK11/S270 Dive Regulator
Overview

For divers seeking reliable performance in an uncomplicated air
delivery system, the MK11 / S270 is easy to use, compact and
durable. The balanced diaphragm MK11 delivers effortless airflow unaffected by depth, tank pressure or breathing rate. The
compact S270 provides smooth breathing performance in a bulletproof anti-scratch design that’s able to handle years of hard
use.

$559.00

The Mk11 First Stage Regulator is the
perfect choice for the recreational diver
who wants the advantage of a diaphragm first stage for use in temperate
waters. Diaphragm-based first stages are environmentally sealed so
that water cannot enter the inner mechanism. This first stage comes
standard with the Thermal Insulating System (TIS), which keeps your
first stage from freezing up and malfunctioning in cold water conditions. Additionally, its over-balanced diaphragm first stage design gives
you better breathing performance at greater depths.

PRICED RIGHT AT $579.00
The Apeks XTX50 Regulator
is what you're looking for in a top of the line regulator, at a reasonable price. The Apeks XTX50 is designed to handle every diving condition you could put it through. It can even be changed
from right hand to left hand use, by an authorized technician.
You can change out the exhaust tee from a wider tee for minimal bubbles, great for photography, or a more narrow exhaust
tee for a smaller more compact regulator. Apeks
XTX50 features:

•

An over balanced diaphragm design first stage that is environmentally sealed

•

Four medium pressure ports, with optional fifth

•

Easily converts from right hand to left hand, by factory authorized technician

•

Pneumatically balanced second stage

•

Diver changeable exhaust tee

•

Nitrox compatible
$729.00

Scubapro MK19 EVO/G260 Regulator
If you dive deep, dive cold, or often find yourself on silty bottoms or
in less-than-pristine waters, the MK19 EVO/G260 is the regulator
system for you. The new MK19 EVO is Scubapro's premium high performance balanced diaphragm first stage. Engineered specifically for
cold water and harsh environments. Its internal components are
completely sealed off from the elements so neither water nor pollution can get inside the chrome-plated marine grade brass body to
foul the mechanism. This total sealing system also allows for a dry
ambient pressure chamber which works to prevent freezing, provides better protection and improves performance, ensuring troublefree operation no matter how cold or murky the water gets. Now
think about it, if this regulator performance flawlessly in cold water it
will also be a phenomenal regulator in warm temperate waters. This
is just simply a great regulator at a great value.

$919.00

YES WE HAVE BCDs IN STOCK

Aqua Lung Leg3nd
Regulator Aqua Lung
$879.00

EVERYTHING YOU’D EVER
WANT IN A REGULATOR

SCUBA PRO
GLIDE X

SCUBA PRO

AQUA LUNG

WOMEN’S

WOMEN’S

BELLA

SOUL

AQUA LUNG
AXIOM

IT’S TIME TO OWN YOUR OWN BCD

WISDOM 3
COMPUTER

BLUE TOOTH

$945.00
$825.00

